Abstract-Light-and elevated temperature-induced degradation (LeTID) is a detrimental effect observed under operating conditions in p-type multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) solar cells. In this contribution, we employ synchrotron-based techniques to study the dissolution of precipitates due to different firing processes at grain boundaries in LeTID-affected mc-Si. The synchrotron measurements show clear dissolution of collocated metal precipitates during firing. We compare our observations with degradation behavior in the same wafers. The experimental results are complemented with process simulations to provide insight into the change in bulk point defect concentration due to firing. Several studies have proposed that LeTID is caused by metal-rich precipitate dissolution during contact firing, and we find that the solubility and diffusivity are promising screening metrics to identify metals that are compatible with this hypothesis. While slower and less soluble elements (e.g., Fe and Cr) are not compatible according to our simulations, the point defect concentrations of faster and more soluble elements (e.g., Cu and Ni) increase after a high-temperature firing process, primarily due to emitter segregation rather than precipitate dissolution. These results are a useful complement to lifetime spectroscopy techniques, and can be used to evaluate additional candidates in the search for the root cause of LeTID. Index Terms-Carrier-induced degradation (CID), light-and elevated temperature-induced degradation (LeTID), light-induced degradation, materials reliability, multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si), passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC), synchrotron, silicon, X-ray fluorescence.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
IGHT-and elevated temperature-induced degradation (LeTID, also known as carrier-induced degradation or CID) causes performance loss under field-relevant conditions for multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) solar cells [1] and modules [2] , [3] . Similar lightinduced degradation effects have recently been observed in monocrystalline silicon, including Czochralski [4] , [5] and float zone [6] . While several mitigation strategies have been proposed, the root cause of LeTID remains unknown. Investigations into the recombination activity of the LeTID defect at the point of maximum degradation have yielded a list of candidate defects, including slow diffusing elements titanium, molybdenum, and tungsten [2] , [7] - [10] , as well as insights into the evolution of the recombination-active portion of the defect [11] .
Several studies have suggested models to describe LeTID [2] , [8] , [11] - [14] . One such model is that of metal precipitates dissolving during high-temperature firing [12] , [14] . In this model, metal precipitates dissolve when the firing process features a sufficient peak temperature [15] and fast cooling rate after the peak temperature [14] . When dissolved, these metal precipitates supply interstitial metal atoms to the wafer that can then participate in LeTID. Previous studies of iron precipitate and point defect distributions during high-temperature processing suggest that metal distributions can be engineered by tuning the time-temperature profiles to achieve a balance between solubility, diffusivity, and segregation effects [16] . The idea that the LeTID defect distribution can be modified by high-temperature processes is supported by observations of the getterability of the LeTID defect [13] , [17] and lower LeTID defect concentrations at some grain boundaries [18] . Furthermore, Luka et al. recently reported copper precipitation at the rear contacts of PERC solar cells after LeTID [19] .
In this contribution, we investigate the plausibility of the hypothesis of precipitate dissolution during high-temperature firing in the context of LeTID. We employ synchrotron-and lifetime-based experimental methods to directly measure the extent of precipitate dissolution due to firing and evaluate the impact of this dissolution on macroscale degradation behavior. We complement our experimental observations with simulations of a range of metal impurities. We find that the mechanism for increasing bulk interstitial concentration after firing is segregation from the emitter rather than precipitate dissolution, and we conclude that the solubility and diffusivity are strong levers on the interstitial concentration added to the bulk. This represents a useful axis for further investigation and identification of candidate LeTID defects, which complements lifetime spectroscopy investigations.
II. METHODS: μ-XRF, NANO-XRF, PC-PLI, AND QSSPC
All wafers used in this study are from similar positions within an industrial p-type mc-Si ingot, grown by directional solidification and known to exhibit LeTID. The wafers have resistivity 1.3 Ω·cm and starting thickness 180 μm. The wafers were split into the following six groups and processed differently: 1) passivation layer deposition (as-grown); 2) passivation layer deposition and firing at 620°C (low firing, setpoint); 3) passivation layer deposition and firing at 850°C (high firing, setpoint); 4) phosphorous diffusion gettering (PDG) followed by passivation layer deposition (no firing); 5) PDG followed by passivation layer deposition and low firing; and 6) PDG followed by passivation layer deposition and high firing. The sample temperature during firing (SinTerra BTU furnace) is approximately 10-20°C below the setpoint temperature. All wafers were saw-damage etched and cleaned prior to processing, and AlO y /SiN x (350°C, Meyer Burger SiNA-XS MAiA 2.1) was used to passivate all wafers. The PDG process was carried out in a POCl 3 tube furnace (Tempress Systems) and consisted of two high-temperature steps (810°C for 25 min and 820°C for 15 min), resulting in a sheet resistance equal to 90 Ω/ . A summary of the wafers and processing conditions is shown in Fig. 1 .
After processing, three samples were selected from adjacent positions within each wafer: one 1 cm × 1 cm piece for synchrotron-based measurements; one 4 cm × 5 cm piece for lifetime measurements during degradation; and one 4 cm × 5 cm piece for calibrating photoluminescence measurements. The synchrotron samples each contained the same grain boundary of interest, a 28.3°random angle grain boundary measured by electron backscatter diffraction. Additional adjacent 5 cm × 5 cm pieces were selected from the as-grown wafers for inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) measurements of Cu, Ni, and Fe concentrations for input to the simulations presented in Section IV.
Spatially resolved micro-X-ray fluorescence (μ-XRF) maps of the grain boundary of interest were measured at beamline 2-ID-D at the Advanced Photon Source in 220-nm steps with a 200-nm spot size [20] . Flyscan mode was used to collect all μ-XRF maps, and the pixel dwell time was selected to provide a balance between throughput and sensitivity, as described by Morishige et al. [21] . At selected metal-rich particles, micro-Xray absorption near-edge structure (μ-XANES) measurements were conducted to discern chemical state. High-resolution nano-XRF maps of metal-rich particles at the as-grown grain boundary were measured at beamline 26-ID-C in 10-nm steps with a 30-nm spot size [22] . All synchrotron measurements were taken with the phosphorous-rich emitter (if applicable) and dielectric layers in place, before degradation.
To evaluate possible correlations between observed grain boundary characteristics and LeTID, the 4 cm × 5 cm lifetime samples (not containing the grain boundary of interest, with emitter and original dielectric layers in place) were subjected to degradation conditions (70-80°C and 1 sun equivalent illumination from a halogen light source). Lifetime was measured at room temperature periodically by quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) with a Sinton Instruments WCT-120 for degradation times exceeding 1250 h (4 500 000 s).
Photoconductance-calibrated photoluminescence (PC-PL) was employed to evaluate electrical performance at the grain boundary of interest before degradation for each process condition [23] . All PL measurements were performed using an 808-nm diode excitation laser (Lumics, 25 W) and a Princeton Instruments PIXIS 1024 BR camera, fitted with an InP wafer (long-pass filter). Prior to PC-PL measurements and to ensure high quality and comparable surface passivation, the synchrotron samples were stripped of all dielectric layers and emitter (if applicable) and repassivated on both sides with Al 2 O 3 deposited by atomic layer deposition (Cambridge NanoTech Savannah 200) at 200°C and SiN x deposited by PECVD (Surface Technology Systems) at 350°C. After deposition, the samples were annealed in N 2 ambient at 350°C for 12 min to activate the passivation layers. The larger 4 cm × 5 cm lifetime samples, taken from the same wafers as and processed identically to the synchrotron samples, were used to determine the PL calibration curve. Due to carrier trapping in the as-grown samples [24] , only excess carrier densities above the trapping-affected region were selected for the calibration. It should be noted that annealing in the dark at temperatures above 200°C may alter the subsequent degradation behavior [25] ; for this reason, the repassivated samples were used only for PC-PL measurements, with a different set of 4 cm × 5 cm pieces used for degradation experiments (see previous paragraph).
III. RESULTS
The lifetime, measured with QSSPC at Δn = 5 × 10 14 cm −3 , is plotted in Fig. 2 (a) as a function of time for each of the four samples with fired dielectric layers. Similarly, the effective defect concentration, calculated from the harmonic difference between the measured lifetime at each time and the initial lifetime, is plotted in Fig. 2(b) . Unfired samples are not included in this comparison since these samples are not expected to degrade [15] . During the measured degradation time, both the as-grown and PDG samples with high firing demonstrate significant degradation, with the as-grown sample reaching a higher effective defect concentration than the PDG sample. While the PDG sample features regeneration within the measured time, the as-grown sample degrades on a longer timescale, displaying regeneration behavior only at the end of the measured time (about 1251 h). The as-grown and PDG samples with low firing exhibit slower degradation compared with high firing. The maximum effective defect concentrations are 3.2 and 1.2 × 10 −2 μs −1 (low firing as-grown and PDG, respectively) and 11.3 and 4.0 × 10 −2 μs −1 (high firing as-grown and PDG). The local electrical performance is assessed with PC-PL at the grain boundary of interest. PL images of the grain boundary, scaled from 0 to 1 for optimal contrast, are shown in Fig. 3 (a) for each processing condition before degradation. Horizontal line scans of lifetime across the grain boundary of interest, measured by PC-PL in each sample, are shown in Fig. 3(b) . To remove the effect of injection-dependent lifetime, PC-PL measurements, collected at different excitation laser powers, were interpolated to calculate a calibrated lifetime map at constant injection level (Δn = 10 14 cm −3 ). All processes increase the lifetime at and around the grain boundary, with the highest lifetime achieved by PDG followed by low firing. When the sample is fired from the as-grown state (low firing, high firing), the grain boundary remains recombination active compared with the areas farther away from the grain boundary. However, when the sample is fired from a gettered state (PDG low firing, PDG high firing), the grain boundary is no longer detectable in the PC-PL images or line scans.
Quantified synchrotron-based μ-XRF maps of the Cu − K α and Ni − K α fluorescence along approximately 30 μm of the grain boundary of interest (same grain boundary studied by PC-PL before degradation, oriented perpendicular to the PL images) in the as-grown, low firing, high firing, and PDG samples are shown in Fig. 3(c) (log scale). Pixels with high metal concentration are yellow. The elastic maps, included to the left of the metal maps, demonstrate the location of the grain boundary during the measurement. Cu-and Ni-rich precipitates decorate the grain boundary in high densities in the as-grown state. No other metal-rich precipitates were measured above the μ-XRF detection limit. After both low-and high-firing processes, these Cu-and Ni-rich precipitates persist along the grain boundary. The Cu distributions are more disperse after firing, while the Ni distributions indicate more localized particles. Since the precipitate size is reduced after firing in the as-grown state, a similar trend is expected for precipitates fired after PDG.
To evaluate the change in metal concentration after processing, quantitative analysis of possible metal-rich precipitates was conducted according to the procedure outlined in [26] , with a noise cutoff of four standard deviations. Quantified precipitate distributions are plotted in Fig. 3(d) . For the as-grown, lowfiring, and high-firing measurements, Cu-and Ni-rich particles are identified along the grain boundary. The maximum size of the observed particles is reduced from as-grown (4.4 and 1.2 × 10 6 atoms for Cu and Ni, respectively) by both low (2.7 and 5.5 × 10 4 atoms) and high (3.3 and 5.3 × 10 4 atoms) firing conditions. After PDG, no particles can be observed visually, although several Cu pixels are found to be above the noise limit. As noted in the previous paragraph, the Cu distributions are more disperse after firing. Due to the nature of the analysis algorithm, each pixel with a metal concentration above the noise cutoff is identified as a precipitate; the calculated Cu particle size distributions after firing may not be representative of actual size distributions at the grain boundary. For example, high concentrations (i.e., above the μ-XRF detection limit) of dissolved point defects or nanoprecipitates within a single pixel would show up as a single precipitate.
Cu and Ni are observed in many of the same pixels for all measurements. Under the measurement conditions at beamline 2-ID-D [see Fig. 3(c) ], no further detail of collocation can be discerned. Quantified nano-XRF maps of Cu-and Ni − K α fluorescence for one representative as-grown particle are shown in Fig. 4(a) . Several different particles were measured, and all particles exhibited similar characteristics. Cu and Ni are present in the same location, but there is a portion of the particle which contains Cu only. Furthermore, the two Cu clusters are oriented nearly perpendicular to each other.
To further assess the nature of these particles, μ-XANES measurements of a representative particle were collected at the Cu − K a absorption edge, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The measured spectrum is similar in absorption onset and shape to a Cu 3 Si standard, reported in [27] and plotted in Fig. 4(b) . Similar measurements could not be conducted on precipitates after firing or PDG due to their small sizes relative to both beam diameter and thermal drift.
IV. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH SIMULATION
A. Experiment: Macroscale Degradation
The degradation behavior is consistent with that reported previously: higher firing temperatures lead to more degradation and higher effective defect concentrations within the measured time [2] , [12] , [15] . The samples after low firing exhibit slower degradation and lower effective defect concentrations that may indicate activation of a lower concentration of the LeTID defect due to the lower firing temperature [15] and/or surface passivation degradation (also affects high firing samples) [28] . The similarity in degradation behavior between as-grown and PDG samples after high firing suggests that, for these samples, the LeTID defect concentration was reduced but not significantly affected by the gettering process. Zuschlag et al. reported that gettering reduced the appearance of LeTID in lifetime degradation curves for their sample set [13] ; Padmanabhan et al. also reported a reduction in LeTID due to "enhanced gettering" [17] . The difference in these observations may be due to a difference in starting material quality, phosphorous diffusion process parameters, and/or dislocation density in the measured pieces. The slower degradation observed for the as-grown sample is likely caused by a lower carrier injection level [29] , [30] .
B. Experiment: Precipitated Metals
Comparing the macroscale degradation behavior with the microscale and nanoscale elemental observations, there is no clear trend. The presence of precipitates at grain boundaries (as-grown high firing) does not, on average, enhance or prevent degradation throughout the rest of the wafer. PDG does improve the grain boundary lifetime [see Fig. 3(a) ], likely due to precipitate dissolution and subsequent point defect gettering. The grain boundary increases in lifetime, but remains recombination active relative to the nearby grains for samples fired from the as-grown state, while the grain boundary is no longer recombination active when fired after PDG.
The presence of metals at an as-grown grain boundary and the reduction in number and size of metal-rich precipitates after PDG has been observed before [26] , [31] , [32] . However, the persistence of Cu-and Ni-rich particles after firing is unexpected. In addition to the high diffusivity and solubility of these elements at firing temperatures, Buonassisi et al. previously observed nearly complete dissolution of Cu-and Ni-rich particles after a rapid thermal anneal at 860°C [33] . The difference in observations can be explained by a difference in sample processing temperature (actual sample temperature different from setpoint temperature), sample structure during firing, and/or initial precipitate distributions (random angle grain boundary orientation may favor higher precipitate density above the detection limit in the present study).
The Cu and Ni coprecipitation behavior observed at the nanoscale in Fig. 4 is reminiscent of that reported by Buonassisi et al. [27] at the microscale for much higher contamination concentrations. Considering the observed precipitate structure along with the slightly lower solubility and diffusivity of Ni in comparison with Cu, it is likely that Ni precipitation occurred first, followed by Cu. Because a single-metal silicide (e.g., Cu 3 Si, rather than another Cu-containing compound) is measured by μ-XANES, the collocation is not expected to affect precipitate dissolution and evolution during further high-temperature processing; however, as noted in [27] , further research is needed on this topic.
C. Simulation: Interstitial Metals
The μ-XRF measurements confirm the presence of both Cu-and Ni-rich precipitates at an as-grown grain boundary in industry-relevant mc-Si material affected by LeTID, as suggested by recent observations of precipitation in processed solar cells [19] . Although Cu-related LID (Cu-LID) as reported in the literature does not describe LeTID [41] , certain Cu-and/or Ni-containing complexes that have not yet been studied may be involved in LeTID. Interstitial Cu and/or Ni atoms, rather than precipitates as observed by μ-XRF, are more likely to form complexes that contribute to LeTID. Precipitate dissolution during firing increases the total point defect concentration in the wafer (in the bulk and/or phosphorous-rich emitter). While some metals may be externally gettered to the emitter during firing, point defects may remain in the bulk, free to participate in LeTID and/or other detrimental reactions (e.g., Cu-LID [42] , [43] ).
To provide insight into the increase in wafer point defect concentration, process simulations, previously developed for iron, are employed. The process simulation, described in detail in [16] and [44] - [46] , was adapted to Cu and Ni by modifying the expressions for solubility and diffusivity. Although Cu and Ni are coprecipitated as-grown, the nano-XRF and μ-XANES observations suggest that the dissolution behavior can be described in the same way as a single-metal silicide; for this reason, the two metals are simulated independently. Fe and Cr, metals with lower diffusivity and solubility, are included for comparison. The values used for diffusivity and solubility are listed in Table I for each metal. All other parameters, including segregation coefficient, are kept constant for all metals. Schön et al. used a similar approach to study the gettering behavior of Cr [47] . The simulation considers a two-dimensional distribution of precipitate sites, including both grain boundaries and dislocations. For all metals, precipitation is assumed to occur at heterogeneous nucleation sites and is described by the Fokker-Planck equation (referred to as "2-D FPE DL+GB" in [16] ). Homogeneous precipitation and out-diffusion to the surface were previously observed in Cu-contaminated monocrystalline silicon [37] , [48] . While these mechanisms are not explicitly accounted for in the simulation, Buonassisi et al. reported precipitation localized at grain boundaries for Cu, Ni, and Fe [49] . The simulation process parameters are adjusted to match as closely as possible the conditions applied to the samples described herein. The crystallization time-temperature profile is identical to that described in [16] , similar in magnitude to as-grown values recently reported for high-performance mc-Si [12] . The PDG and firing time-temperature profiles are equivalent to those shown in Fig. 1 . A 65-min low-temperature anneal at 350°C is simulated prior to firing to represent dielectric deposition.
Eberle et al. reported suppressed LeTID when the firing timetemperature profile includes a slow ramp from the peak temperature [14] . To further assess the results and hypotheses presented herein, two additional firing time-temperature profiles are simulated after PDG: low slow firing and high slow firing. These time-temperature profiles consist of the same initial ramp to the peak temperature for low and high firing, as shown in Fig. 1 . The cooldown is constructed using a fit to the exponential decay of the "RTP slow ramp" profile reported in [14, Fig. 1] .
The results of the simulations are summarized in Fig. 5 . The bulk point defect concentration after different processes from as-grown and PDG to firing is plotted for each simulated metal for both low-and high-temperature firing processes. In the following paragraphs, the change in bulk point defect concentration due to firing, relative to the starting condition (either as-grown or PDG), will be discussed.
As demonstrated by Lelièvre et al. [50] , the change in [Fe i ] after firing depends on the initial metal distributions, both precipitated and interstitial. For example, while neither low-nor high-temperature firing processes are sufficient to dissolve very large as-grown Fe precipitates, small precipitates (< 3 × 10 3 atoms/precipitate) readily dissolve. After PDG, the density of small-to-medium-sized precipitates is reduced. The effect of firing is to increase the density of these precipitates, likely due to internal gettering to existing nuclei. For low firing, the decrease in bulk [Fe i ] (excluding the phosphorous-rich emitter) is 27% due to internal gettering and 73% due to segregation to the emitter; for high firing, the change is 52% due to internal gettering and 48% due to segregation. For low slow firing and high slow firing, bulk [Fe i ] decreases and the changes are 19% and 7% due to internal gettering, respectively, and 81% and 93% due to segregation.
In contrast, for fast diffusers such as Cu and Ni, large as-grown precipitates are effectively dissolved and redistributed by the firing process (as observed experimentally with μ-XRF). For Cu, the result for low firing is a decrease in point defect concentration (more internal gettering than dissolution), and for high firing a large increase in point defect concentration (more dissolution). For Ni, both firing processes result in large increases in point defect concentration. After PDG, the point defect concentration for both Cu and Ni increases during firing, but unlike Fe, the change is primarily due to injection of gettered interstitial metals from the phosphorous-rich emitter (nearly 100% of the total change for both metals). A small amount of internal gettering occurs during the cooldown from the peak firing temperature, resulting in increasing densities of small precipitates. Compared with the standard cooldown, the impact of the slow cooling rate is to reduce the concentration of metal segregated from the emitter. Unlike the standard cooldown, the slow cooling rate results in minimal change to the precipitate distributions. The precise concentration of injected metal from the emitter will depend on the segregation coefficient, kept constant in these simulations.
The lower diffusivity and solubility of Cr compared with the other metals results in a decrease in bulk [Cr i ] after low firing from PDG, and a small increase after high firing. Low firing causes some small precipitate growth (40% of the total change) and an increase in emitter [Cr] (60%), while high firing causes a decrease in emitter [Cr] (90%) accompanied by precipitate dissolution (10%). In contrast, high slow firing allows for segregation to the emitter (96%) in addition to precipitate dissolution (4%). Low slow firing results in precipitate growth (30%) and an increase in emitter [Cr] (70%).
The differences observed between the studied metals highlight the importance of solubility and diffusivity in determining whether and by how much the bulk point defect concentration will increase or decrease due to a given high-temperature process. Slower diffusers, such as Ti, Mo, and W (previously identified as candidates for LeTID [2] , [7] , [11] ) are unlikely to be modified in sufficient concentrations by a short, hightemperature firing process. This observation is further reinforced by recent gettering simulations performed by Yazdani et al. [51] , who observed negligible redistribution of Mo and W during high-temperature processing, although similar timetemperature profiles induced significant redistribution of faster diffusers such as for Cu, Ni, and Fe. While not the focus of this study, the segregation coefficient will also play a significant role in determining the final bulk point defect concentration.
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR LETID HYPOTHESES
Several studies have suggested that metal precipitates that dissolve during high-temperature firing are responsible for LeTID [12] , [14] , [30] . Interstitial metals resulting from precipitate dissolution are thought to form metastable complexes which then evolve throughout degradation and regeneration. Through a combination of experiment and simulation, we assess the plausibility of this hypothesis to find that only candidates with certain solubility and diffusivity are compatible. Several recent studies have used the criteria of solubility and diffusivity to suggest candidate defects based on experimental observations, including lower effective defect concentrations at grain boundaries [18] or for thinner samples [52] , and defect activation at firing temperatures around 700°C [53] .
Assuming that point defects, rather than precipitates, are responsible for LeTID (implied by observations of spatially ubiquitous degradation [2] ), the appearance of LeTID after firing from either as-grown or PDG should be correlated with an increase in point defect concentration. Furthermore, standard high-temperature firing (degradation occurs) should result in a larger point defect concentration than either low-temperature firing or firing with a slow cooldown (no or minimal degradation). An element with solubility and diffusivity similar to Fe, which features a decrease in bulk point defect concentration after all firing processes from PDG, is not compatible with this hypothesis. Cu, Ni, and Cr all result in increasing bulk point defect concentration after standard high-temperature firing, with significant differences observed between both low-and high-firing pro-cesses and standard and slow cooldown firing processes. However, comparing the simulated concentration change after high firing with the range of concentrations calculated in [11] (exact concentrations will depend on the associated recombination parameters in the degraded state), highly soluble and fast diffusers Cu and Ni are more consistent than the relatively less soluble and slower Cr.
According to our simulations, the changes in Cu and Ni concentrations are mostly due to injection of metals from the emitter, a different mechanism than that proposed for LeTID. It seems likely that the emitter, rather than precipitates, is the main source of these point defects. This would be consistent with the observation of LeTID in certain materials with lower densities of heterogeneous nucleation sites and lower total metal concentrations where less precipitation is expected [5] . An increase in bulk point defect concentration due to segregation of gettered metals from the emitter during firing was previously observed for Fe (different starting material quality and processing conditions than those described herein) [16] , [50] , [54] . Experimental confirmation of this behavior for fast diffusers such as Cu and Ni, which cannot be accomplished with μ-XRF, is an important next step to understand the implications for LeTID defect activation.
We hypothesize that, in addition to recombination activity, the solubility and diffusivity can be used as metrics for screening LeTID defect candidates for a firing-based hypothesis. Additionally, this study implies that the slow-diffusing impurity candidates previously identified with lifetime spectroscopy (Ti, Mo, and W) are not compatible with this hypothesis. While fast diffusers such as Cu and Ni are able to move quickly and distribute throughout the wafer at high temperatures, spatial uniformity, characteristic of LeTID [2] , [12] , is also a concern for dissolution of slow-diffusing impurity precipitates. If these slow diffusing metals contribute to LeTID, the firing-related behavior of LeTID requires another hypothesis, such as the one presented by Nakayashiki et al. where higher firing temperature results in a lower bulk hydrogen concentration [2] .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper combines the experimental observations in industrial high-performance mc-Si and process simulations to provide insight into possible hypotheses for LeTID. We employ synchrotron-based techniques to study metal precipitate distributions at a particular grain boundary. We find that copper (Cu) and nickel (Ni) are collocated as-grown, and that both low-and high-temperature firing processes effectively reduce the size of these precipitates. Lifetime-based techniques are used to study the impact of those precipitates on electrical behavior, both before and during degradation. All processes increase the lifetime at the measured grain boundary, and we observe the expected degradation behavior after high-temperature firing, with minimal degradation after low-temperature firing. Although no direct correlation is observed between measured precipitates and degradation, we employ process simulations to provide additional insight into the root cause of LeTID. In addition to the firing time-temperature profiles studied experimentally, a firing profile with a slow cooldown (known to suppress LeTID) is simulated to provide additional context for analysis. We suggest that the precipitate dissolution hypothesis is only compatible with highly soluble and fast diffusing metals such as Cu or Ni, and that the mechanism of increasing bulk point defect concentration during firing, associated with activation of the LeTID defect, may be precipitate dissolution and/or segregation of gettered metals back to the bulk.
